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Preface
A year ago I was lucky enough to visit the
Architecture Biennale in Venice alone. It was
a fascinating experience, as everyone could
imagine, but what struck me was not the exhibition
in and around Arsenale. It was my aimless wander
in the residential areas, where no tourists would
traverse. I still remembered clearly that my phone
wasn’t fully functional for some reason, which
meant of course, no GoogleMap. I held a printed
map in my hand, and that didn’t help because I
simply couldn’t locate myself anywhere on the
map. All the narrow alleys and winding lanes
looked exactly the same to me. I was lost.
Oddly, there was a peace of mind. I had no idea
where I was, but I wasn’t concerned. I just kept on
walking and walking, submerging myself in the

Venetian air, with a peculiar feeling of “at home.”
Of course I made it back to my accommodation in
the end, or I wouldn’t be sharing this, but that was
an afternoon I will never forget.
Naturally, this experience triggered my curiosity
in finding out what that experience was:
the attachment to a place remote and hardly
accessible from my background. I’ve tried writing
it; I’ve tried drawing it; and I’ve tried making it,
all of which transform into a self-exploration of a
Taiwanese working on an Italian dream.

moment in Venice.
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Statement
My thesis investigates the dialogue between the
act of writing and the process of making: the
spatiality of the literary dimension versus the
architectural dimension, through creating an
invisible city. It is a self-reflexive process in which
the storyline and the structure of writing affects
how the casts are designed, while in reverse the
process of making directs the trajectory of the
story. It is a narrative project that lives in both
media, and deals with the difficulties that come
out of the different directions.
Consciously working with intuition, and exploring
roots in every decision made, as if diagnosing
my own dream, comes challenging, but it leads
to an organic understanding of how I work, as an
observer, a writer, and a designer.
moment in Venice.
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Methodology
This project began with constructing the anchor,
which came in the form of an invisible city
created out of writing. Followed by the process
of making, in both images and physical models,
the city was gradually materialized. Although the
start seemed illustrative, the exploration became
organic after the initial stage: there was no longer
an order of which medium came first. Sometimes
writing sparked imagination, while in other times
making introduced discoveries.
With a postmodernist approach, the structure and
aesthetic borrowed concepts from the Renaissance
period, the formation of Mediterranean coastal
villages, and the practice of Surrealists’
fantastical architecture. The design was initially
anachronistic, but was placed into the past time

after the city was constructed. Now, a hundred
years later when the city is revisited after its
abandonment, the current lives and technology
meet, continue, and/or invade the past. This clash
in both physical and temporal realms intensifies
the boundary between the two phases. How does
the present re-invent vocabularies of the past? As
an architect, how do we re-imagine the future that
rises out of the contemporary, a structure that is in
time, but out of time?

moment in Venice.
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a peak into the project
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exploration
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Discovery of

Protagonist’s vision
Inside of a container, the bridge to the outside
world is dramatic. What’s seen and what’s not
seen lead to degrees of intimacy. As if
experiencing a space through glimpses, it holds
sentiments.
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Discovery of

Presentness

Discovery of

Text vs. Space

What is it to be present in space? What is it to be
aware of the presentness? Through projection

Words and artifacts have different dimensions in
depicting a spatial condition. What’s left

and reflection, a person sees himself in
extensions, occupying the space, while being
conscious of the specific moment.

“undescribed “ in writing requires a
reincarnation in space. There may be a causation,
but the process is reversible.

A Room
Hot smoke passes through the gauze
against the light.
White linen slips into a mist in the dusk.
Drifting, sinking, a pinhole dents
into the wall.
Push out the sur round; vacuum into the dark.
It’s black. The wall is black.
Shifting, wrinkling, dusts pile up
upon the grout.
Step on the scars; draw into the dark.
It’s black. The wall is black.
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Discovery of

Trial One: Memory of Venice
Remembering my wandering experience in
Venice, I composed a piece of writing. A lot of
information was left out, but the feelings
remained. When it came into life in drawings,
another language was introduced. Fragments and
slipping plans with hints of silhouettes, the
drawn spaces became occupiable.

Wandering in Venice...
I don’t know anyone; nar row; feels intimate.
People walking towards me,
Facades never show.
Fragmented experiences constr uct the whole.
Water, sur rounds a dead end.
It’s quiet. I hear water.
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Discovery of

Experiential: Fixed vs. Changing
In search of the continuity in a labyrinth, fixed
elements contribute to the overall perception of
an architecture, while changing features surprise,
or increase the fluidity of spaces.
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0

0
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A blank sheet of paper was what I started with:
I honestly had no idea what to do besides this
vague architectural program of a marketplace. I
had experiments in texts and models to capture
memories. I saw the gap between the two media:
words could easily navigate between the real
and the imagined, while built spaces tended to
set things in stone. Then I thought, what if my
architectural program is literature? Could I use
words to set the stage, and artifacts to tell the
story? This was where everything began…
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Inspirations
The Prisons, 1750
Giovanni Piranesi
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Les Halles Reconstruction, 1870
Victor Baltard

Piazza D’Italia, 1913
Giorgio de Chirico

Sculpture Pavilion, 1966
Aldo van Eyck

Invisible Cities, 1972
Italo Calvino

Theatre of the World, 1979
Aldo Rossi
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Where It Begins…
Kelonice, a town straying along the cliffs and hills.
Beige,		
crude, 		
sandy.
Narrow lanes and winding stairs.

where it begins...

At the cliff peak, a church hovers maternally.
It brings people peace, when laborious work is a daily encounter.
There is another “place” however, that brings people lives.
A place where things happen.
A marketplace.
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I am a visitor walking through the marketplace.
I take my time; I observe. However, I am just a
human. In my memory, some moments stay, while
others fade away. To reconstruct this marketplace,
I write out those specific moments, and compose
drawings out of them.
“Arch within arch. Aisle over aisle.
Looking, glimpsing, Weaving patterns and dazzling
beads. “
“ A void. Paths diverge and convene.

With just a few sentences, imagination starts to
grow. This marketplace must be on the cliffs along
the coast. Because of the terrain, it is composed
of many halls on different levels. The weather
is mostly dry throughout the year, so roofs are
optional. The market is always busy because most
activities happen here, like a town center….
Through these fragments of images and
information, I cast the first artifact in plaster. It’s
a white, solid mass that reflect on the anonymous
spatial orders of writings and drawings.

Murmuring, echoing, Distant yet intimate. ”
“ Stairs and terraces. Outside in.
Chanting, wandering, Unfinished and continuous. ”
Arch within arch. Aisle over aisle.
Looking, glimpsing, Weaving patterns and dazzling beads.
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A void. Paths diverge and convene.
Murmuring, echoing, Distant yet intimate.
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Stairs and terraces. Outside in.
Chanting, wandering, Unfinished and continuous.
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Inspirations
Palazzo Azzolino
Antonio da Sangallo, 1532.
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Interior of a Roman Bath
Charles-Louis Clerisseau, 1789.

Architecture Gothic and Renaissance
T. Roger Smith, F.R.I.B.A. 1880.

Great Market Hall, Budapest
Samu Pecz, 1897.

Tsukiji Fish Market
ODLCO, 2008

Satorini, Greece
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What’s Underneath?
Ten hours day, seven days a week,
Miners serve underground, where the sunlight never hits.

what’s underneath?

Chin,
chin!
Kong,
kong!
Hours of hard work in the wet

stuffy

air.

No one knows what’s going on down there,
Except the merging spots where miners and villagers glares.
Underneath the marketplace,
A special network branching in the gray.
A gray
that holds rooms and spaces for bath and breaks,
A gray
that connects the dark earthy pits to the morning haze.
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2
Since I casted the center piece, the construction of
the marketplace is no longer free of constraints.
Each face of the block has to continue outwards
for a distance before any modification can be made
so that each extension is unique and specific. The
technology of plaster-casting limits the range of
dimension for artifacts to stand in balance and
stay operable. However, new discoveries are
along the way. When I construct the first market
hall in the following casts, the solid mass in the
lower portion calls for an excavation. It’s an
unnecessary chunk of plaster that only makes
artifacts heavy. Then I question,

Ground. Above or below.
One over another. Surrounded by and secured with.
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“ What can go underneath a marketplace? ”
“ What if Kelonice is built for gold mining, and all
that network happens underneath? ”

miners’ working lives below the ground. Everyone
comes to the marketplace. Families come to meet
people and exchange goods in the constructed
structure, while miners navigate through and
occupy the excavated spaces underneath.
“ Ground. Above or below.
One over another. Surrounded by and secured with. ”

So there are three different “grounds.” The
top is the cut at the terrain, where structure is
constructed upwards and exposed. The middle is
the hidden network underneath the marketplace,
where miners rest, change, and make noises. The
bottom is at the level of the mine tunnels, where
nothing can be seen without a head light.

The marketplace becomes a transition from the
villagers’ social lives above the ground to gold
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“ On a regular sunny day, Fabio, at age 7, is asked by his mom to
bring a lunch box to his miner dad. It’s not a big deal as Fabio
does it almost every day. He walks out from his house, makes
two right turns to get to the big street, and follows it down
until he reaches the northern entrance of the marketplace. It
takes about fifteen minutes. Then, Fabio will look down on
his feet and counts his steps while passing through the market
halls, or else he would get distracted and misses daddy’s lunch
break. Plus he doesn’t have a coin in his pocket today for his
favorite tortas, a sweet pastry.
Going down a few flies of stairs, Fabio walks into the ground,
and starts looking for his dad. Usually Fabio can find him at
the second room, where miners eat and have quick chats with
visiting families, but today he doesn’t seem to be there. Fabio is
confused, and decided to wait for a while.
“ Where have you been? “ Fabio asks, after a ten minutes wait.
“ I went up to buy you this! ” Dad says, with a tortas in hand.
Dad mined an extra kilo of gold this morning and would like
to spend his bonus buying his lovely boy a treat. Dad holds
extension of the surface. (left)
excavated mass. (top right)
levels of “ground”: top & middle ground. (bottom right)
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Fabio’s hand and walks down to the courtyard to enjoy his
lunch time with Fabio under the sun. Fabio is content, and

levels of “ground”: middle & lower ground.

dreams about becoming a gold miner too when he grows up. ”
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building ‘objects’ to make space

52

rooms under the ground.
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Inspirations
Matera, Italy
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Matera, Italy

Al Hajarah, Yamen

Roma, 1972
Federico Fellini.

The Spider’s Stratagem, 1970.
Bernardo Bertolucci.

L’Homme qui marche, 1961
Alberto Giacometti
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When Does It End?
The market is growing,
just as the mining tunnels reach out for more.
Merchants bargain,
Kids jump and run,

when does it ends?
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Miners brag.
Townies share and laugh.

The vein seems to continue,
No one ever thinks about digging out the last piece of gold…
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As the processes of writing and making are
different, here comes the challenge of two media
not syncing on a parallel line. The narrative is
able to move fast, and be revised easily, while
plaster-casting requires laborious construction,
and is inherently much less forgiving. There are

“ Gold mining, old times, people had left Kelonice

separate timelines for the two media, which make
the negotiation necessary. What if everything
pauses and restarts again?

of it because the room is one-of-a-kind. It is the memory

since the last piece of gold was dug. There is one old
man, Graham, still here, looking after the tunnels and
remembering the past. There is a room at the east end
of the market. It belongs to Graham. He doesn’t own
the room; market does. But villagers never talk him out
of Kelonice. Helmets, chisels, old pocket watch, rusting
iron shovels, letters of wills that had never found home,
tokens of promises that had never been reclaimed. It is

Accordingly, I introduce a time shift to the project.
Constructions are happening, but everything
comes to a sudden halt. It’s time for a change!

a room of glory, but a room of tears. Graham still walks
through the tunnels with a metal detector. Sometimes he
can still pick up rocks that contain a tiny bit of gold, but
most of the time he only finds broken tools. Then the
tools become part of the collection in that room. Graham
still sweeps the floor underneath the marketplace, where
miners used to occupy. He does not clean it for the
tourists, but to freeze time from the past… ”
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Inspirations
Matera, Italy
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Casa Malaparte, 1937.
Adalberto Libera.

Villa Girasole, 1930.
Angelo Invernizzi.

Endless House, 1960.
Frederick Kiesler.

Diocletian Palace.
Split, Croatia.

Piazza Anfiteatro.
Lucca, Italy.
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Come back to Life!

come back to life!

Kelonice was left behind about a hundred years
ago when the gold ore was depleted. Every once
in a while adventurers would come back for
some ‘souvenirs’ from the past, but otherwise
this hidden village has been long time forgotten.
Abandoned in the silent mist, Kelonice was
fading. Not until recently the express way passed
by the north east of the city did it come back to
people’s vision.
No one knows what to do with Kelonice, however.
People settle. They build around the past with
setbacks; they build from it, touching it face to
face; they build into it. As long as they don’t
eradicate, no one has a voice. In fact, people are
curious.
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A hundred years later, things are not the same.
Technology advances, as the need for spaces
changes. This time shift requires an adaptation
in both writing and making. To start, I change
the form of writing to introduce this idea of
bits and pieces coming together in an organic
manner. Unlike poems, essays tend to be more
logical and easily visualized because the gap
between each line is tighter. Accordingly, the
organization of the plaster artifacts moves
from blocks to individual objects, which
introduces the second major shift of “ground.”
In the present time, the construction becomes
“groundless” because technology reduces the
dependency of ground during the construction.
Things can come together three dimensionally,

and “ground” becomes a thin layer of fabric that
floats between objects after the construction is
done. Talking about Technology, it is also said
that the structural system confirms a change.
Arches and load bearing walls works for years,
but columns and beams provides flexibility.
“ Steel is a team player. Standing up or laying down, it
is negotiable; exposed or concealed, it can achieve both,
too. It is the skeleton, and it is the mullion as well. The
only thing is, it prefers rhythm. ”
“ A column is either round or square. When it is round, it
is proud. Walls can enclose it, but only floors and ceilings
can touch it. When it is square, it is humble. Walls can
wrap around it, and so do other building elements. ”
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With the transformation in mind, I continue the
plaster construction in a modern language. The
ground is no longer modeled because the structure
can stand on its own. The large indoor assembly
hall extends, and the connection between two
buildings across the street goes in the air through
an overhead bridge.

With all the experiments of present time
constructions, I am not convinced. I introduce
changes to both artifacts and the method of
casting, but none provides a continuation of the
past. The shift is obvious, but doesn’t speak in the
language of the marketplace. What can I do?

“ Today, an international corporation of 2000+
employees decides to build a brand new shopping
center across from the marketplace as an
extension. They bought the site on the north and
tear everything down to prepare for a mega steel
structure. The ground is excavated, the frame
is built, and the structure of a sky deck reaching
into the marketplace is on its way. However, the
project is suspended from city’s opposition because
the radical change of architectural style raises
concerns… ”
Column. (left)
Steel. (right)
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change of style: from arch to frame. (left)
floating objects, groundless. (top right)
modern structure (bottom right)
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overhead connection & floating objects (top left)
modern “grows into” the past (bottom left)
extreme structural grid (right)
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Inspirations
Alhambra Palace
Granada, Spain
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National Museum of Roman Art
Rafael Moneo, 1979.

Danteum.
Giuseppe Terragni, 1938.

Masque.
John Hejduk.

Neues Museum.
David Chipperfield, 2009.

Castelvecchio Museum.
Carlo Scarpa, 1974.
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In the Air of Kelonice…

in the air of Kelonice...
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I am an anonymous observer along with all other
visitors on the street. I walk through Kelonice
with a pencil and a sheet of paper. From the
marketplace to the church at the peak, I plot down
masses that surround me. From the cliffs to the
highway, I imagine the completion of the present.
Kelonice is changing, but the past is always
there…
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Struggling with the “vocabulary” of the present
time in both writing and making, I decide to
switch the gear and look at this marketplace from
a different perspective. What if the marketplace
becomes a dot on a sheet of paper? What’s going
on with the rest of the city? If Kelonice is written
in a series of four books, should the marketplace
still be the center of focus in the second? The city
has always been described from a third person. I
write about it, but I am not in it. What if I become
part of the story?
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finding a system from the past.
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invention of the city.
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What to Do with What’s There?

what to do with what’s there?
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Sitting at my desk under the dim lamp light, I am
scratching my head, imagining the transformation
of the past-time marketplace into a museum of
history and art that lives in now and the future.
Could an architectural surgery leave the past
undisturbed, but expose it to the eyes of the
present?
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With the architectural program and the context
around the site provided, the trajectory of the
marketplace restoration becomes clear. It’s no
longer about the style, nor the structural system.
Instead, it is the fundamental relationship between
the two phases that can sustain the structure
beyond time.
The marketplace is previously left unfinished
in both literature and the physical world, which
becomes the greatest opportunity to reconstruct
the whole. In this case, “prosthetic commensalistic
relationship” is the most appropriate. In a general
definition, prosthetic means “an artificial addition
to make a complete whole,” which I propose the
whole in two ways: a physical whole as a history
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museum on site, and an experiential whole
as a continuous architectural experience.
Commensalistic relationship, in simple terms, is
like a benign parasite when one is not affected by
the benefit of another, such a shark and remora
fish. The past is a living history, while the present
attaches and adds to it in a minimally invasive
manner. With prosthetic commensalism at every
single joint, the museum of history and art can
transcend time.
“ Architecture is an exaggeration.
You don’t see it when it’s ‘normal’. ”
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repair the ruin. (top left)
expose the underneath. (top right)
house within a house, past undisturbed. (bottom left)
activate new routes. (bottom right)
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break from the street side. (top left)
corner enclosure. (top right)
underground extension. (bottom left)
wall reconstructed and modified. (bottom right)
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present time structural attachment to the past.

removal for spatial continuity. (top left)
new podium cast-in-place. (top right)
corner completion. (bottom left)
the present wraps around the past. (bottom right)
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“ghosted“ marketplace.
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